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Abstract: Stiffly stable Adams type methods of order 4, 5 and 6 and stepnumber 6, 7 and 9, respectively are given. 
They are constructed from the Adams-Moulton correctors and have angles of stability larger than those of the 
Backwards Differentiation Formulas (RDF). An Adams-type family of order 5 and stepnumber 7 is discussed in 
detail. A numericd experiment is included. 
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1. Introduction 
The classical Adams-Moulton linear multistep methods are useful in the solution of nonstiff 
ordinary differential equations. In [8], Thompson studied linear combinations of these methods 
and obtained a two-parameter family of stiffy stable Adams-type methods of order 4 and 
stepnumber 5. In this paper, we further relax the conditions on the stepnumber to obtain stiffly 
stable methods of order 4 and stepnumber 6, which have stability angles larger than those in [8]. 
(These methods also have stability angles that are larger than the Backwards Differentiation 
Formulas (BDF).) We obtain similar results with methods of order 5 and 6 and stepnumber 7 
and 9 respectively. We note that the techniques used here can be extended to derive higher-order 
methcds. From a practical point of view, with methods of order 6 obtained here, we have already 
surpassed the maximum order of most BDF software without requiring more backpoints than 
the highest-order Adams-Moulton correctors implemented in such software. It is becoming 
fashionable to switch automatically between nonstiff Adams methods and stiff BDF in some 
codes. Use of the present methods avoids the necessity to switch between different families. It 
also does not require heuristic procedures (which fail in many cases) to accomplish such switches. 
2. Definitions and notation 
A linear multistep method (p, a) (see [3]) is a formula of the type 
k 
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where aj and flj are appropriate constants, h is the step size and y is the numerical solution to 
the initial value problem of interest. We introduce the usual corresponding polynomials 
p(u) = i a& b(U) = ~ IpjUj 
j=o j=O 
and 
P(u) = p(u) -b(u). 
In studying stabi&& of such methods, it is useful to use the transformation 
u= (z+ l)/(z- l), z = (u + l)/( u - l), 
r(z)=(z-l)kp s = i aizj, 
! 1 j-0 
s(z) = (z- l)ko s = i ciz’ 
( 1 j=O 
Q(z) = r(z) -h(z). 
The Adams-Moulton corrector of order q + 1 and stepnumber q (denoted by M,) is defined 
bY 
p,(u) = uq - uq-l 
and 
uq(u) = i ypq-j(u - I)‘, 
where y: = (- l)jjt( f) dt. For q > 
to be a method with local order at 
0 and k & 0, we define a (q + 1, q + k) Adams-type method 
least q + 1 and stepnumber at most q + k, with 
and 
P(u) = Uq+k - uq+k-l 
k 
a(u) = c bmuk-moq+m(~) + 1 - i b, m=l [ 1 ukuq(u), m=l 
where b,, b 2,. . . , b, are real numbers which parametrize the methods. Using this notation, we 
study the (4, 6), (5, 7) and (6, 9) Adams-type methods. 
Our definitions of A o-, absolute, relative, A(O)- and A(Qstability are those found in [4]. 
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Additionally, a method (p, a) is said to be &-stable if all the roots of u(u) = 0 have modulus 
less than one. We note that the error constant for a member of q + 1, q + k) family is 
i 1 1 - i bj $+1- j-1 
Finally, a convergent linear multistep method (LMM), ( p, a), is said to be stifflv stable if there 
exist positive constants, a, b and D* such that (p, a) is absolutely stable for all complex 
numbers A E R, L’ R, and is relatively stable for all X E R, where R, = (X E Q= ]Re A < -D*), 
R,=(XECIReX< -b, ]Im X] <a) and R,= (&Cl IReX] <b, ]Im A] <a). 
3. The (5,7) family 
For this family q = 4 and k = 3; hence, it has order 5 and stepnumber 7. The free parameters 
are b,, b, and b3. we list below the polynomials p(u), u(u), r(z) and s(z): 
p(u) = u7 - u6, 
u(u) = ($$ - &b, - =b 
60480 2 - &=,b3)u7 -I- ($$ + &b, + +$$b2 + #&b3)u6 
- $+&bl+$$b2+ ( #b3)us + (6 + &bl + $&b2 + j$f&)d 
- 
( +&+-&b,+~b,+ Mb&i3 + (h-b1 + &b2 + ab,)u’ 
- ($%b, + %%b3)u + &b39 
r(z) = 2(z6 + 6~~ + 15z4 + 20z3 + 15z2 + 62 + l), 
+) = 2’ + 6z6 + yz5 + 18z4 -+ %z3 - f( b, + b, + b3 + 1)z2 
- (gb, + wb, -+ sb + $)z - ($b, + gb, + +b3 + g). 
If we let 
A=- (+b, + f$$b, + +b3 + z), 
B=- fb,+ ( wb2 + Bb3 + $), 
c= - $(b, + b2 + b3 + l), 
we obtain a system of the form X = Tb + d, where X, b and d are 3 X 1 vectors and T is a 3 X 3 
matrix. After multiplying both sides by T-’ we get 
b=[ i9 + ~][r]+[~]. 
We will characterize the parameters which give stiffly stable methods by the new coordinates 
(A, B, C). We apply the following theorem due to Jeltsch (see [3]) to obtain such methods. 
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Let the LMM ( p, o) be convergent. Then conditions @-(iv) are necessary and sufficient 
for the mithod to be stiffly stable: 
(i) The method is A,,-stabIe. 
(ii) The m&w of any zero of the polynomial p( u)/( u - 1) is less than 1. 
(iii) The zeros of a(u) of modulus 1 are simple. 
(iv) If u is a zero of a( u) with 1 u 1 = 1 then p( u)/( uo’( u )) is real and positive. 
For the Adams-type family of methods, condition (ii) is automatically satisfied due to the form 
of p(u) = U*-i(U - 1). Conditions (iii) and (iv) will be satisfied if we choose a(u) so that (J has 
no zeros on the unit circle or, equivalently, if s(z) is Hurwitzian, i.e. if the method is Am-stable. 
Finally, condition (i) is difficult to check since for X real and negative the Hurwitz determinants 
associated with Q(z) will be polynomials in X, i.e. 
Ai=Aj(h), j=1,..., m. 
The coefficients of Ai( h) are polynomials in the free parameters of the method, i.e. 
Aj=Aj(h)= i a,(b,, bz,..., bk)h” 
n=O 
where a,( b,, . . . , bk) is a polynomial in the k-parameters b,, . . . , b,, n = 0, 1,. . . , j. Our task is 
then to find conditions to impose on b,, . . . , b, so that A,(x) > 0 holds whenever X c 0. Such 
points in Rk then give rise to A,-stable methods. We will actually try to find such a set of such 
points using a different approach. This approach has the advantage of yielding methods which 
satisfy conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) in one stroke. 
Let 
sj = (-l)‘f’ i [ aZm+lC*(j-m)- a*mc*(j-m)+l] 9 j=O, 1,2,... 
m=O 
with the convention that a, = c, = 0 if I <= 0, I > k. 
Theorem (Liniger conditions for A,-stability). The sufficient conditions for the implicit k-step 
LM’M ( p, a) to be A,-stable are that ( p, a) be Am-stable and 
a,>0 and Si>O, j=O, l,..., k-l. 
The proof of the above theorem is given in [5]. We recall that by definition of A,-stability we 
have s(z) Hurwitzian. 
We emphasize that the above theorem gives only sufficient conditions. It is not surprising 
therefore, to find that the best methods we could locate, for the (5, 7) family for example, do not 
belong to the subset obtained by Liniger’s conditions. Using these conditions yields methods 
satisfying. (i) of Theorem 1. furthermore, the s(z) polynomials for these methods are Hurwitzian 
so u(u) has no zeros on the unit circle and conditions (iii) and (iv) are satisfied vacuously. 
In the following computations, a symbolic languaop -r p_ l~~dn@Ulation program, FORMAC, was 
used to perform the expansion of A, and A,, the Hurwitz determinants of order 4 and 6 of s(z). 
We note that the Lineard-Chipart conditions in [l] allow us to consider only the even order 
determinants along with the requirement hat the coefficients of (z) be positive. Therefore, we 
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restrict our attention to the first octant of R3. Applying the Lineard-Chipart conditions, we have 
then: 
A >O, b> 0, c> 0, 
A,= ;; z; 
I I 
= 70 > 0, 
Cl Co 0 0 
A, = ‘3 ‘2 ‘1 ‘0 
cs c4 c3 c2 
‘7 ‘6 ‘5 ‘4 
= --70A+420B--~C-C2+~>0, 
Cl Co 0 0 0 0 
c3 c2 Cl co 0 0 
A6 = c5 c4 c3 c2 
‘7 ‘6 ‘5 c4 
0 0 c7 c6 c5 c4 
0 0 0 0 c7 c6 
= A3 + SAC2 + WAC + 108AB2 + VAB + 7320B2 
+ WCB - yA2C - 18A2B - -A’ - 34ABC 
-~A-C3B-~C2B_216B3-~B2>0. 
Computing Liniger conditions, we get: 
a,=2>0, 
s, = -12A+B>O, S, = 40A - 30B + 12C - 892/45 > 0, 
s, = - 12A + 80B - 40C + 332/3 > 0, S, = -2B + 12C -t 158/3 > 0, 
s3 = - 2B + 12C + 158/3 > 0, 
S4 = 1522/45 > 0, S, = 38/3 > 0, S,=2>0. 
We let Dj denote the subset of R3 for which Sj > 0, j = 0, 1, 2, 3. We observe that 
Do U D, U D2 c D3 and hence the condition S3 > 0 is superfluous in the first octant (this can 
easily be seen by graphing the Dj’s). In the following theorem, we determine a subset G of 
Do U D, U D2 whose points satisfy both A, > 0 and A, :s 0, in which case these conditions need 
not be verified. 
Theorem. Let G=((a, B,C)I(A, B,C)ED~UD~UD~, O<A<$B, h<B<g and 2 
< C < 3). Then each point in G defines a stiffly stable Adams-type method of order 5 and 
stepnumber 7. 
Theorem. The (5, 7) Adams-type method (A, B, C) = (0.08, 0.5, 4.5) is stiffly stable. (This is the 
same method dejked by (b,, b2, b3) = (- 15.544611819, 8.764320910, - 1.719709091).) 
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The polynomial S(Z) has the following Routh-Hurwitz determinants: 
A*= 70, A, = w and A, = 9y+j?.Srg3. 
On the other hand, the Routh-Hurwitz determinants for Q(z) are polynomials in X which are 
positive for h c 0. They are given by 
A,(A) = 70X2 - YX + 24, 
4505959 4 A4( X) = -X - @$+=X3 + wx” - %$=A + 14336, 
Finally, since A, B and C are also positive, the method is stiffly stable. 0 
The method is A(53O)-stable, whereas the BDF of order 5 and stepnumber 5 is A(51°)-stable 
[4, p.2421. The error constant is (1 - b, - b, - b3)yc = -0.178, since yt = - 3/160. The error 
constant for the fifth order BDF is 0.2. Hence, locally, this method is intermediate to the 
Adams-Moulton corrector k& and the BDF. In practice, in regions where the step size is 
controlled by accuracy, the method will be as accurate as the BDF of order five, and in regions 
where stability is more important, the method may still be used due to the increased size of its 
stabibty region. 
4. The (4,6) family 
The (4,6) Adams-type family is a 3-parameter family characterized by the polynomials 
p(u) = u6 - us, 
a(u) = b,u2u4(u) + b-p+) + b,O,(U) + (I- b, - b2 - b3)U3a,(U) 
= u”(+ - #,b, - j&b2 - $$b,) + u’(+$ + sbl + $&b2 + gb,) 
+u4( - & - $=,b, - &b2 - wb,) + u’($ + $&bl + ab, + sb,) 
+u2( - $$6, - sb2 - #$$,b,) + u&b2 + &b,) -d&b 60480 3’ 
r(z) = 2(z + 1)5 = 2z5 + 1oz4 + 2oz3 + 2oz2 + 1oz + 2, 
s(z) = z5 + 5z5 + yz4 + Fz3 + Cz2 + Bz + A, 
where 
A =_E? b 45 1 -46b 4s 2 
_mb _z 
9453 3, 
B= -d&-~6,-~6,_$, 
C= -~b,-~b2-~b3+2, 
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and 
b,=@-+C+~, 
b2 A =j& -+B+~C-!it#, 
b3 = gg-A-+B-~)+g. 
The method for which A = 0.03, B = 0.65 and C = 5.0 (b, = - 13.7797076, b, = 8.5705742 
and b3 = - 1.8761298) is A(77.67”)-stable whereas the BDF of the same order is A(73O)-stable 
[4, p. 2421. The Routh-Hurwitz determinants of Q(z) are 
A,(X) = 40X* - +j% + 20, 
64(x) = 5!%@&x” - wx’ + qx’ _ 9X + 4480, 
A6( A) = AK?&!7&6 _ B!#x’ + MB&JZx” 
_ 4954&7;~99~3 + *6014$15044~* - TA + 65 536 
and those of s(z) are 
A2 =40, A4=w and A,= ‘&$$$j9. 
The error constant for this method is 
(1 - b, - b2 - b3)yz = -0.214, 
whereas for the fourth-order BDF the error constant is 0.25. 
5. The (6,9) family 
The (6, 9) Adams-type family is a 4-parameter family characterized by the polynomials 
p(u) = u9 - ug, 
a(u) = b,u3a,(u) + b,u*a,(u) -i b3u08(u) +b,ag(u) + (1 -b, -b, - b3 - b,)u’+(u) 
= ( 4% - 6086asO -b 1 - 1%0 -b 2 - 3%Eo -b 3 - ab4)u9 
+(+$g _I 863 b + 19981 10080 1 izGi%i+* + mb3 + wb4)uR 
- #+ ( $&bl + Bb2 + #&$E, + mb,)u’ 
+(+$+&+~b2+~b3+~b4)u6 
- ( a+ $$bl + Mb,+ ##b3 + mb4)u5 
+(i&+i&bl+ Eb2 + Mb, + mb4 u4 ) 
- ( G%b, + SW*+ $$&,b3 + mb4)u3 
4 &b, -I_ #i&%b3 I_ 35;_9!3~4)Z’ 
- ( T%%i+3 + mb4)u + -b 1036800 4, 
r(z) = 2(z + 1)” = 2z8 + 162’ +- 56z6 + 112~~ + 140~~ + 112~~ + 56z2 + 16: + 2, 
S(Z) = z9+8z8+~z7+~z6 t~z5+~z4+Dz3+Cz2+Bz+A, 
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and 
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A = _86”b _%b 94s 1 315 2 
67 523b 
14175 3 
_-b-76 
14175 4 45' 
B=-~bl_~b2-~b3-~b4-~, 
c= -861b 315 1 -z(b2+b,+b4)-9, 
D= -@(bl+b2+b3+b4)++# 
We will exhibit two stiffly stable methods. The first method for which A = 0.1, B = 1.2, 
C= 4.0 and D = 20.5 (b, = -44.2301367, b2 = 37.5432523, b3 = - 14.6269346 and b4 = 
2.19968226) is (A(38”)-stable and the parameter D* occurring in the definition of stiff stability 
is 47.85. The BDF of order six is A(18O)-stable and the corresponding value of D* is 6.1. So we 
have obtained a method which has an angle of stability more than twice as large as that of the 
BDF at the expense of increasing the parameter D* and the stepnumber. 
The second method is the one defined by A = 0.1, B = 1.1, C = 4.75 and D = 21.5 (6, = 
-46.8715177, b, = 39.6741004, b3 = - 15.2485387 and b4 = 2.23680019). It is A(31°)-stable 
with D* = 5.46, which is a substantial improvement over the BDF in both parameters. The error 
coefficient 
(1 -b,-b,-b,- bd)yz 
is -0.29 for the first method and -0.3 for the second, whereas for the sixth order BDF, it is 
0.167. We note &hat from a practical point of view, these methods have already surpassed the 
maximum order of most BDF software without requiring more backpoints than the highest order 
Adams-Moulton correctors implemented in such software. 
6. A comparison 
We have shown the existence of stiffly stable Adams type methods from the (4,6), (5, 7) and 
(6,9) families by exhibiting members whose angles of stability are larger than the corresponding 
BDF. In this section, we interpret the existence of these methods in view of the results obtained 
by Liniger and Nevanlinna in [6] and [7]. 
It is shown in 163 *hat there exist Adams type methods of arbitrary order which are A(B)-stable 
for any 8 with 0 < 8 < +K. However, this can be accomplished only at the expense of increasing 
the stepnumber i.e. the stepnumber k must grow considerably faster than the order of the 
method to accommodate the desired angle of stability. 
The methods studied in [6] and [7] are contractive methods and have stronger stability 
properties than A,-stable methods. For example, an A,-contractive method is A,-stable as well. 
Liniger and Nevanlinna show that the minimum stepnumbers for the existence of A,-contractive 
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methods of order 4, 5 and 6 are 7, 13 and 19 respectively and have large truncation error 
constants. We compare these to the stepnumbers we used: 6,7 and 9. The point of these remarks 
is to show that, when A( @)-stability is of concern, the price we pay by using stepnumbers 6, 7 
and 9 is modest indeed. The (5, 7) and (6,9) families are of the form (q + 1,2q - 1) whereas the 
contractive methods (5,13) and (6, 19) are of type (q + 1, 3q + 1) for q = 4 and 5. 
7. Numerical results 
In this section, we give a simple comparison of the performance of the stiffly stable 
Adams-type methods with that of the BDF’s. 
We solved the initial value problem: 
1 
Y ‘=Ay, y(o) = 0 [I 9 1 
Fig. 1. Stability region of the ($7) method. Angle of stability: 8 = 53”. 
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where 
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ut=lO”, k-0,1 ,..., 4 
WI =ur tan6 and 4=3. 
The angle 8 is the angle of stability of the Adams-type method being tested. By construction, 
the Jacobian has the negative eigenvalue -a, and two complex eigenvalues -q + wli, hot!: in 
the e-wedge about the negative real axis. This problem was used in [8] to perform a similar 
demonstration. 
The problem was solved using a sequence of step sizes h = 0.78125 X 10S3 2’, j = 0, 1, 
2 , . . . ,6. A summary of the results is given in Table 1. For all values of k and h, the sample 
methods we describe earlier were A( #)-stable, where 8 is the angle corresponding to the method 
be&g investigated. Also, as expected, for some values of h and k, the BDF were unstable. This is 
no surprise since all the sample methods had larger angles of stability than those of the BDF. 
In Table 1, we denote the Adams methods by A and the BDF by B. The entries represent the 
superior method of the two for specific values of the stepsize h and the eigenvalues 10k 
Fig. 2. Stability region of the (4,6) method. Angle of stability: 8 = 77O. 
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Table 1 
A comparison of the performance of the Adams type methods and the BDF. The entries represent the superior of the 
two 
Stepsize 
h 
Eigenvalues 
10k (1 f i tan 0) 
k 
4th order 5th order 6th order 
0.00078125 0 A-B A-B A-B 
1 A-B A-B A-B 
2 B B B 
3 A A d r. 
4 B B B 
0.0015625 0 A-B A-B A-B 
1 A-B A-B A-B 
2 A B B 
3 B A A 
4 B B B 
0.003125 
0.00625 
0.0125 
0.025 
0.05 
0 A-B A-B A-B 
1 A-B A-B A-B 
2 A A A-B 
3 B B A 
4 B B B 
0 A-B A-B A-B 
1 A A-B A-B 
2 A A A 
3 B B A-B 
4 B B B 
A-B A-B A-B 
1 A-B A-B A-B 
2 B B A 
3 B B B 
4 B B B 
0 A-B A-B A-B 
1 A A-B B 
2 B B A-B 
3 B B B 
4 B B B 
0 A-B A-B A-B 
1 A B A-B 
2 B B B 
3 B B B 
4 B B B 
(1 + i tan 0). An entry of the form ‘A-B’ means that the methods performed equally well. We 
used the time interval [0, b] where 
b = Max{ 0.1, h * (stepnumber of the Adams method)). 
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Fig. 3. Stability region for a (6,9) method. Angle of stability: 8 = 31°. 
It is not surprising that both types of methods performed similarly. This is a consequence of the 
fact that the magnitude of their error coefficients are very close for all practical purposes. 
We performed the same test for the time interval [0, lo]. The superiority of the BDF was more 
apparent in this case. However, the Adams type methods performed very satisfactorily, remaning 
stable throughout the interval. A graph of the stability region for each of the three methods we 
tested is given in Figs. 1,2 and 3. Since the graph is symmetric we show only the portion in the 
upper half-plane. 
The purpose of these tests is simply to demonstrate the performance of the new methods for 
stiff problems. No attempt is being made to rigorously compare a particular implementation of 
the methods with a software implementation of the BDF. 
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